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Annual General Meeting

The meeting on Tuesday, Hth December will be our Annual General
Meeting at which office bearers will be elected for 1983. The positions
to lie filled are President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and
Executive members. Because of the onset of the Christmas holidays the
meeting has been brought forward One week.
The Agenda for the meeting is;

1. Report on Labour History Conference - Peter Love

2. Report on year's activities of Melbourne Branch - Secretary
■/

3. Election of office bearers of Melbourne Branch
A, Discussion of plans for Labour Day, 1983

"

5. General business.

The meeting will be held as usual in the offices of the Australian
Insurance Employees' Union at 105 Queen Street, Melbourne at 7.A5p.m.
Obituary - Victor Arnold

The death occurred on Sunday, November 7 of Victor Arnold, former

secretary of Actors' Equity (Victorian Branch). Victor retired on
October 8, 1982.

He had a long, hard and fruitful life connected with the development
of better conditions for all those who worked in T.V, theatre, ballet
and radio.

Victor was active in the New Theatre and Realist Films from their

inception. He travelled around Australia organising shows; acting in
several of them.

The Realist Film Unit was responsible for the first

showing of famous Soviet films such as Battleship Potemkin.

1
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Victor led the Victorian section of Actors' Equity from 1958. One

Squity campaign to establish a quota of Australian content on T.V. was
reluctantly accepted tsy T.V. stations. Another campaign was the fight
;o get repeat fees for performers.

.yictpr had a high reputation. Due to his knowledge of the industry
le was a highly skilled negotiator.

We extend our condolences to his wife Joan who worked with him in Equity.
0." Silver
* *

tt

k History of Melbotirno's Radical Bookshops

1983 is the 50th Anniversary of the foundation of the International

Jookshop Pty.htd. To mark the occasion the International Bookshop has
sommissioned a history of Melbourne's radical bookshops since the 1890's.
Andrades, Rawsons and many smaller bookshops have sprung up in and
iround the radical social and political movements. There was the Victory

lookshop, the, i^iivil.. in Bal.larat and the Peoples' Bookshop in Richmond,
[nfornatdon is recuix-ed about the people who worked in these shops, the type
>f customers and vjhat sort of books they published and sold.

The author, John Sendy, can be contacted through the International bookihop at 17 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne.
a' ^ ft

[istory walk through North end VJest Melbourne

North Melbourne Association conducted a most successful history walk
.hrough North and West Melbourne on Sunday, November 7 last.

The tour plan worked out a series of history laden trails leading through
itreetscapes fashioned in the Victorian era such as Victoria Crescent, with
.ts line of high terraces, shops, churches and schools bearing the mould of
.ast century - a veritable living museum.

Exhibitions of memorabilia at North Melbourne railway station. King Street
school and Municipal Library illustrated the unifying theme of the exploraton viz: the recognition of the working people who built and labored in- the 1
,rea in the formative periods

Documents and photos of industrial formation, and trade union members and.
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their struggles, detailing the significance of the great railway terminal
with its loco sheds, workshops and the thousands of railway workers who
dwelt in the suburbs, filled in the picture. Children's art and school

student's essays on their concept of the neighbourhood and current reality,
refreshingly merged past and present.

-

The contingents of strollers all met at the Town Hall, where the local
band played nostalgic period music, and a meeting of around 250 heard
Evan Walker M.L.C., Commissioner Thorley, Melbourne City Council, express
the sentiments of celebration and the lessons of a unique event,
^

„

, Jim Garvie

John Cain the first « His life and Works

The October; meeting of the Melbourne Branch of the Australian Society for
the Study of Labour History was addressed by Kate White, author of the

recently published biography of John Cain Senior. Kate spoke briefly about
her book and the difficulties she encountered finding the necessary records
ftnd sources to write the more conventional sort of biography.

In retrospect she feels that the book would have been strengthened by

paying closer attention to changes in the wider Victorian cdmnunity and her
more recent stury of the Federated Ironworker's Union has given her a new

understanding of the trade union movement that she feels would have altered
her emphasis in the Cain biography.

In particular she has gained a deeper appreciation of the critical blow
dealt to the movement's confidence in the Arbitration System and its polit

ical leadership by the enforced wage reductions during the depression quite
apart from the material hardship they created.
Nevertheless her book represents one of the first sustained and detailed
account of the fortunes of the Labour movement in Victoriq over four decades
and was therefore of particular interest to the members, A long and lively'
discussion followed Kate's brief introduction.

There was, understandably, much interest in Gain's suppressed origins,

the possible fate of his 'papers' and his relationship with the present
Premier, but almost all of those present had fascinating contributions to
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lake to the story themselves,

A number of Gain anecdotes were recounted and there was a long discu
la to whether Cain could have taken steps to prevent "the Split" and
rhether he was too much of the pragmatist and insufficiently committed
;he ideals of socialism.

Inevitably talk turned to the ever fascinating John Wren, the extent
lis power, and who was or was not in his power.
Kate was of the view that he rarely received direct benefits for his
sontributions but Fred Farrall had the last word on the matter when he

lointed out that Collingwood had never won a premiership since Wren die
Carolyn Rasmussen
*

'o Freeze or not to Freeze - that is the question

If high wages cause unemployment, the great depression of the 1930's
'ould have ended on February 1st, 1931.

On that day a 10 per cent cut in wages imposed by the Arbitration
•ojwnission took effect.

Lets turn back the clock to those years and see what we can learn fo:
oday.

In September, 1929, wages reached their highest ever peak up to that

he average weighted nominal weekly rate for a male worker was $10.15 ai
'oaen (there was no equal pay for the sexes in those days) $5.41»
s well as the 10 per cent cut wages fell a further 10 per cent because
n automatic adjustment to falling prices.

By December 1933, wages were 20$ less than in 1929 - $8.06 (males) ai
4»35 (females).

If Mr.Fraser and Mr.Howard and the chorus of voices who almost deafei

oday with the theme "a wage rise for one worker is the loss of a job f(
mother" are correct, this dramatic cut in wages should have solved the
roblem of unemployment. The very reverse was the case.

In 1929, Unions reported that 11.1$ of their members were unemployed,
n 1932, they reported that this figure had groxm to 29$.
It was not until the census of 1933, that the full horror of the

epression was revealed in figures which embraced the whole population.

.1
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The result showed that A81,0U persons were unemployed (and this

figure excluded those on sustenance or relief work). 1035 said they had
been unemployed for over 4 years - 18.9? between 3 and 4- years and a further
18.2? for up to 3 years.

The term »breadwinner' in those days was generally taken to. mean the sole
income earner in a family.

'

The Census results showed that this figure was 3,155,000 in the population
of 1'he day of 6,656,000,

13.3? of the male breadwinners stated they had received no income for

1933, a further 24.3? less than $2.00 per week and 16.5? on $2.00 to $4.00

„

per week.

of female breadwinners had either no income or only a maximum of under <
$4.00 per week.

Unemployment remained at a high level until enlistments and war took over
from 1941 onwards.

In his Budget speech on 7th September, 1945, the late J.B.Chifley said
th^ war production required the use of s-

'262,000 men and women previously unemployed and 117,000 who would normallj
have retired or not been seeking employment.

^fhat happened to wages? They remained depressed below 1929 levels vntxl
December 1941 when males were receiving $10.43 and women $5.82 per week.

The 1931 wage cuts were a disaster for working people. They prolonged
the Depression and deepened the hardship and suffering of many thousands
of families.

If we allow such a'sollution' to be foisted on us today it will cause

even greater hardship as the cost of living continues to rise.
Solutions to the Denression « Decisions of Fifty years ago
Wage Cut - 22nd January. 1931

The Commonwealth Court of Arbitration after a protracted hearing awarded

a 10 per cent reduction in all railway wages which were the subject of the
case, operative from the 1st February, 1931. This judgement was followed
by others, making the same reduction in practically all wages and salaries
which were determineci by Federal award. This reduction of 10 per cent
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was in addition to the "autnnatiol, adjustment to falling

made the total reduotlon oven 20, pen pent on

f

unden State iunledlotloh.wene gnadually bnough tn o j
New south Wales whene no adjustment was made tn State
time. Source: (CQmnonwealth Xear Book l?P-26 - 1933»p.
Have YOU read the Premi er's Plan

Here it is *

.

TVi. Pr.p^ler'3
Resolution (carried on June 10th.
.
settled, and in order
to make it
Before the.
detaxls
of the T^lan
plan were
w
^„t+v Parliament

effective,
eirecT/iVB. the
unc Leadens of the Opposition.r+o-..
in thefull
Cpmmonwealth
discussion

of the

wene invited to attend the Oonfenence. After full

whole plan, the following nesolutlon was passed ="

Fedenai'
■
v,fl + ^onal inability

„fhe
Parliament ha.ving most ,caretux y

.....................

to medb existing Government charges, is una
„

"S.;......

^

general

„

interest on Government securities ana

^oeial

upon Governmental salanlas and wages, pensions, and other
services must he substantially neduoed.

These measures, drastic as they may appear,

essentials

. to the restoration of prospsnlty and the re-employment of our

vorkless

la due to national inability to pay. and It

The necessary sacrifice xs hue uo

rhr;orf:reror;araoo::dl«l/r-vldod a oonvorslon
hond-holdora may mahe thalr

^ a ^^rdh h existing .

themselves aooeptlng the lower rate of Interest which

position makes unavoidable.
. .
The Oonfenence therefore dPPa»l= to

-^

the people to
to aooept.

recognise the position, and. in the xnterest

r:

p-.

:

■ leaden of the Opposition, and the Chairman of the Oommenwealth Bank
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Board, is appointed by this Conference to direct the conversion
campaign,"

1. The Plan agreed upon is an indivisible whole and the carrying out of
any one part is dependent upon the carrying out of all parts.
2. It involves sacrifices by every member of the community, and the
Conference appeals to all sections of the people to recognise the

position, and to accept these sacrifices as a national duty.

3. To the bond-holder the plan involves a reduction of interest by 22^^
but it safeguards the capital of the Investor.

4. To the Government employee the plan involves a reduction, which with
reductions already effected, represents an average of 20^, but it
makes his position, and future emoluments, much more secure.

5. To the war pensioner, the plan involves a reduction of 20i (in some
cases less), but it removes the danger of any sudden stoppage, and
provides security for future payments.

6,. To the invalid and old age pensioner the plan involves a reduction in
most cases of 12^^, but it removes the danger of any sudden stoppage,
and provides security for future payments.

7. To all of thesea large part of the reduction is counterbalanced by the
fall in prices, and in the cost of living.

8. To the unemployed, the plan provides for a restoration of employment,
and in the meantime make more secure the continuation of sustenance
relief.

9. With the sacrifice distributed over the whole community in this manner
with the lead of Governments followed by all citizens, with the
revival of business confidence and activity, a sure foundation will
have been laid for the restoration of general properity in Australia.
Final Resolution.

Just prior to concluding its business, the Conference unanimously

passed the following resolution, on the motion of Mr.Hill (Premier
of South Australia)

The representatives of each Government present at this
Conference bind themselves to give effect promptly to the
whole of the resolutions agreed to at this Conference,

Pipp
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This decision was nob a solubion

bo the Depression. In fact it

worsened the situation by cutting spending power at a time when goods
for sale were piled up in shops,

Unemplyment reached massive proportions in the years immediately
after this decision.
* « «

John Arrowsmith

How Thomas Bent was elected in 1870
Another extract from Tom Sheehy's talk bo bhe Melbourne Branch

,>

on R.CDick) Long and Sir Thomas (Tommy) Bent.

Bent in his late youth had seen the commencement of the first railway
line to Brighton. It came from Melbourne via South Melbourne, St.Hilda
and then Windsor with the Hobson's Bay Railway Company operating the
service to St Hilda end Brighton Railway Company continuing the service
street. North Brighton in 1859. Some two years later the line was

extended to Brighton Beach where the latter company built a jetty in an

W^TOrt to establish a seaport in opposition to that of Melbourne, but the
/rost of running a tunnel under Beach Road to the jetty brought about the.

company*s downfall and its assets were sold to the opposition company,
which was by then operating on a direct line via South larra rather than
via South Melbourne.

It was at this time he got the idea of extending the rarely used
section of the line (from St Hilda to Windsor) to Caulfield, Moorabbin
and Mordialloc, but an argument between the Prahran council and the
railway company took place when the company began to use the line for

shunting truckloT.ds of ballast backwards and forwards and causing the
gates at Union Street to be closed for lengthy periods of time. The

council, tired of being bombarded by letters from irate ratepayers and
unable to gain replies to letters sent to the company concerned decided
to take the matter into their own hands and early one morning the Mavor
and Town Clerk, accompanied by a team of workmen (complete with shovels,
picks and crowbars) arrived on the scene and started to remove the tracks.
A scuffle broke out between railway officials and the workmen but this
was promptly put down by a number of policemen whose presence had been
arranged by the mayor beforehand. A court case followed with the coixncil
..
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engaging George Higinbotham the Barrister, who was also Member for the
a-rea in the Legislative Assembly for Brighton, to present their argument
on the matter and after a lengthy deliberation the court ordered that
the line had to be dismantled.

Bent was somewhat annoyed at the way

his plan had been rendered impossible by the case presented by Higin
botham, and in 1870 he decided to stand against him at the next election
which was due to be held in the year that followed, so he set about to
devise a means of defeating one of Australia's most popular men of

politics at that time. Bent was then rate collector for Brighton and as
such was in a position to rig the election legally, although not altogethc
honestly I

As the law stood at that time a person had to be a ratepayer to vote ir
State Elections and moreover his name was only included on the electoral

roll if he had paid any rates due to be paid by him before the Voters'
list was drawn up. Such rates could be paid at the Brighton Town Hall
(in the Brighton Municipality), Moorabbin Shire Hall (in the Shire of
ifoorabbin) or to the rate collector in one or the other of the two

localities during his roving rate collecting pursuits. Bent as rate
collector for Brighton, which housed about 75 per cent of all the voters
in the Brighton electorate knew he had the answer to winning the election
in his own hands and therefore set out calling on a number of friends

who hadnot paid their rates while being careful to avoid calling on
Higinbotham supporters that he knew of at the time.
The speech that Bent made at his father's "Gardeners Arras Hotel" at
McKinnon could hardly have been properly termed as a policy speech.It was
more a statement that he would vote against the type of legislation that

Higinbotham supported but would support the measures he rejected; it was
as simple as that. He had a great respect for the man he was standing
against but left it to the electors to decide whether or not a:change
was due, and even hinted that he himself was not confident of victory
when he had already acted in a way that would place it within his own

grasp. The election day was riddled with confusion; Higinbotham
supporters took exception to the audacity the rate collector had shown
in declaring their candidate's policy to be completely wrong and turned
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out to volunteer their faith in Higinbotham (voting was not compulsory),
only to find their names were not recorded on the Voters' Rolls.
Bent, from March 1871, became Member for Brighton in the Legislative
Assembly and continued as such through an era of landbooming that

exploded and settled as the ashes of what turned out to be a false
prosperity some twenty years later.

Dick Long found himself with a new neighbour in his beloved Sandringham
1

■.

- the Royal Melbourne Golf Club - so he hit off with a poem :
The Golfer

With greasy hands the little caddy Teed
upon a tiny mound the golfing ball
Above him towered the golfer, pompous,tall
One of the "Vote les" would-to-Godder breed

Well tailored in a knicker suit of tweed;

One who, no doubt, gave all (or nearly all)
His best employees at his country's call
and saved the Empire in its hour of need.
I knew him for some city magnate, blessed

,

with gilt-edged ventures in the realms of gain
Or holder of wide acres in the West

Or Chairman of Directors in the "Lane"
Golf claims his week-ends, but on other days
A far more ancient game than golf he plays.
*

Song of the Cost of Living

*

*

(from R.H.Long's scrapbook) :

I came from hunger and from need
I make a sudden sally

I soar with an increasing speed;

I scamper up an alley.

Up, up I go in eager flight
Beyond the wildest rumours

Until I pass beyond the sight
Of ultimate consumers.^
*

*

*

,

.
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Memoirs of an Unsuccessful Politloian
Part 3 -'Finding a Cause'bv

L.T. Barnes

On the night of October 12, 1929. like so many other Australians I went
to bed with a feeling of'at last - sanity has returned to Australia.'
After 13 years of devastating reactionary rule a new Government of men
knowing what theyvere about had come into being.
Its members were practically all veterans of the conscription days.

That fight had sorted out all the real Labour men from the fake Labour
men; Joe Lyons, Ted Theodore, Frank Anstey, Jack Beasley, Arthur

Blakely were all leading anti-conscription campaigners and Scullin
himself besides being an anti-conscription veteran, was the mover of
the Socialisation Objective when it was adopted in 1921, thrilling the
hearts of every genuine Labour man and woman.

Scullin was an ardent Protectionist and had promised to end the

suicidal non-Protectionist days with a Protection Tariff that would

keep the local wheels of industry turning which in turn would give jobs
'to the unemployed. As Scullin believed in White Australia he would
surely shut the door to those southern Europeans who were flocking here
taking our jobs.

Scullin, we ordinary people thought, was an inspiring leader. His
eloquent speaking sounded good on the incoming radio, or wireless we
called it in 1929. This eloquence had helped in the 1928 election and
triumphed in 1929. He was a Catholic in days when the word was interchangeable with radical.

When he set out from Melbourne on the evening of October 21 to take

up office, it was like the departure bf a great man. A crowd of over
$00 waited at Spencer street for him and carried him shoulder high to
the train. And at the door of his carriage, he made one of his best

fighting speeches. As the train steamed out, the cheering increased
to a roar and it didn't end there. As the express passed through
. Essendon and into the country people lined the route and waved and
cheered to this man. They came out with hurricane lamps and cheered as
the train rushed through the night.

He arrived at Canberra on the Sunday morning and took over the reigns
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>f office from Bruce. The outgoing Prime Minister shook hands with

immy and wished him luck. He was too polite to add "You'll need it",
[e behaved like a test cricket captain congratulating a successful

jpponent. Jimmy got straight to work. He set aside sums of money for
relief work. 'At least' he said, 'the less fortunate would have a decent
Jhristmas' Then he set about drafting revised tariffs. These steps -

rere loudly aclaimed particularly in Brunswick. The road which was mide
ay relief work is still used in 1982 and has never had to be repaired,
[t is a much used road between Brunswick and Essendon - Albion Street.,

Jhe other ^work was the construction of a toilet block at Victoria street

ind Sydney Road lunction. It was in use for 22 years until it was deemed
1 traffic hazard.

And Jimmy was invited by Staley's to open their new

fi-ctory in Dods street, '

.

"When the Labour Gai:cu£ -.ot for the first time, Scullin's stocks

;

it their highest. But there were some who saw the danger. Frank Anstey
)ur local membor pointed out that they had a hostile Senate which would
olock any re.dical legislation which was needed. He urged that the

jo'5''eri'i3ont should force a double dissolution while their stocks were

ligh. This o!-servation was rejected. Writers have agreed that those
Bembers whO'%si.d just got there didn't want to risk another contest.
Christmas came and there was undoubtedly a new feeling of optimism
ibout. It didn't last. Many factories when closing down for the

aolidays told employees that they xjould be notified when work was to
pesurae - some paid their workers off. Building ceased and newly weds
could no longer afford to buy new houses.

J & P. Baker who had launched a big project along Mpreland Road near
tlelville Road couldn't sell their houses or collect for,the ones they
iiad sold,

J & P Baker collapsed.

A new Dance Palais in Lygon street^ the Broadway couldn't complete,
Lts construction for lack of money. It was May 1st before it opened.

Early in the year it began to dawn on people that Scullin had not
solved anything and that unemployment was a serious problem. It was
very noticeable in the dance hall. Regular patrons fell off and dances

began to close down. The small dance disappeared. Unemployed patroni
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came to dances hoping someone would pay for their admittance, A

popular trick was to pay

which admitted 12 and then offer the amount

for 17j dance organisers would seldom reject the offer.

Young men were particularly affected. Apprentices seldom held their
jobs on coming out of their time and tae sack at 21 was general. When
cutting down, the inexperienced youth were the first to go. Women
didn't seem to be hit as hard as men. They were cheaper and could be
rehired on those grounds. But it was selective. Textile works went
on short time and clothing factories closed down.

In early 1930 I was personally involved with a girl so I did not
become involved in any events around me. Towards the middle of the

30*8 I again returned to the larra Bank to see what was happening,

.

Most of the old people were still there going on in the same wayi

big difference vms the Comffiunist Party which seemed to be over-running
the Bank, They had new speakers such as Tom Le Hurey a tall honest

/looking chap who in spite of a stammer was quite a good speaker. He
used to set off his stutter by the remark "Bugger my mouth". Then there

was George Frank an agitational type from Richmond, He used to x*oar
rather than speak. He would bend forward like a feeding bird. But he
stuck at it and at his death in 1950 he was a full-time Union secretary.
I also found that the rest of the larra Bankers had not endeared
themselves to the C.P. They were practically united as one against

them. I didn't quite share this view but I kept away from the Communist

Party. Thoy were hostile to the Labour Party and that was enough lor me
in mid 1930.

Now in August- 1930 events in Brunswick roused me out-, of my detachment,
I had my printing shop so was not directly involved but many mates were
and they used to come into the shop and tell me.

It appeaisi that things were getting really bad for the unemployed and
many were faced with actual starvation. Potteries and brickyards h^d
closed down and building was at a standstill. Relief at the time was

conducted through the Ladies Benevolent Society. The Government,addad
iti for everyCl raised locally.
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By August 1930 it had evaporated. Mrs Thompson. President of ,

..y

Brunswick L.B.S. informed the press that relief had broken down.

Every day up to 2,000 people would surge around the Town hall
begging for relief which couldn't be granted. Further evictions for
non-payment of rent were increasing in number. The crowds at the Town
Hall were getting desperate. A new phenomena had appeared - the
Communist Party.

iooo

For years Alan McEvoy had been Brunswick's sole Communist. In 1929
a branch had been launched. In accordance with Party ideals the r,branch
or unit as it was called was based in a factory and not on area. It
was called Staley's unit. But this was fiction. It was a northern

suburbs unit .-' 2 came from North Carlton. 4- from Brunswick and 1 from
Coburg. The only connection with Staleys was that the 2 from North
Carlton had their own textile works.

By mid 1930, McEvoy, Leo Phillips and Bill Parsons would daily addrest
„the crown at the Town Hall urging them to organise. They did - they
formed a Brunswick Unemployed Association. It had no political affil
iations. Labour people didn't like this so when the election for
officerswas held a Labour ticket carried the day and Gordon Waters became
President and Bob Bishop secretary. Both were Labour Party men who

A'r

later would be classed as of the Right wing.

An event consolidated the Association soon after its formation. The

Central Unemployed Committee. A Trades Hall body, headed by Albert Monk,
assistant secretary of the Trades Hall Council, had called a mass

demonstration for the granting of Unemployment sustenance. Brunswick wai
asked to supply a contingent. 2,000 assembled at the Town Hall on the

day and preceded by a banner and band - a man playing a mouth organ they proceeded to march to the general assembly point at the Trades
Hall.

To be continued...

Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Robert Street,ESSENDON, VIC.30AO
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